The Radian Series
Inverter/Charger
Powerful features
•		Grid-interactive and
stand-alone capability
in the same package
•		8000 Watts of continuous
power
•		Unsurpassed surge capacity
•		120/240V split-phase power
•		Dual AC inputs
•		Field serviceable modular
design
•		Flexible design for systems
from 8 to 80kW
•		GSLC load center option
allows for quick and easy
installation
•		Built on our core FX FET board technology—
the industry standard for reliability

More power to you
OutBack Power Technologies was founded
in 2001 by a passionate group of engineers
who wanted to bring renewable energy technologies into the 21st century. This small
startup grew by listening to customers,
resulting in innovative, well-designed solutions
to real-world problems.
For more than a decade, OutBack Power
has pioneered many of the power conversion technologies that have become industry
standards. And today, OutBack’s customers
include governments needing highly sensitive
applications—often in remote locations—
where durability and reliability are essential,
as well as homeowners and business owners
who rely on solar and wind power as their
primary source of energy.
We’ve got your back—and we’re standing by
to answer all your questions about this breakthrough product. Call or write today:

On-grid or off:

We carry the load

The new Radian Series Inverter/Charger is
an integrated power appliance that does it all
The Radian Series Inverter/Charger introduces
a radical new feature to the world of renewable
energy: Simplicity. Sure, our newest inverter/
charger is a powerful solution. But it’s also
engineered from the ground up to make design
and installation a breeze.
From the sunniest day to the storm that knocks
out the grid for a week—this system is built to
carry the load.
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